RAJEEVIKA has developed a web based MIS application “Sakh Darpan”. This application is capable of capturing SHG details and their transactions on real time basis. By the adoption of Sakh Darpan, we shall be able to monitor quality of groups, timely maintenance of records and enhanced confidence of the banks in group dynamics, timely and convenient grading of groups leading to expeditious credit linkage, etc.

In order to upload SHG details onto the Sakh Darpan, all SHG promoters are requested to take initiative and ensure that all the SHGs promoted in the state are enrolled on Sakh Darpan. It is observed that some of the promoters are not entering details of SHGs promoted by them due to fear of losing their identity. It is clarified that promoter’s name are being captured in Sakh Darpan as SHPI/Project and all the SHGs promoted by them are reflected under their SHPI/Project’s name.
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To:-

All concerned